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Can the house of advanced knowledge stay 
without strong foundation of elementary ideas?

Examples of some experiments:

Some goals of the seminar:
to develop elementary ideas of electrostatic phenomena, 
electric circuits, and electromagnetism starting from hands-
on experiments
to interconnect elementary ideas from basic school with 
advanced knowledge at the introductory university level

the seminar should be interesting also for those students who 
have a strong foundation — they can see how to teach this 
part of physics at school.

The methodology of the seminar is based on the ideas and
methods of the Heureka project (see the related poster by
Irena Dvorakova and Leos Dvorak) 

Here are some simple tasks, which proved to be both difficult 
and interesting for students:

Create an electric current using only a tin and a rod (and of 
course an isolation pad and fur).
Demonstrate two types of electric charge using only one tin 
and one rod (and a piece of thin aluminium foil).
Make a bulb shine using only a battery, without wires.
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Straw attracts the tin. 
How big is the force?

How we measured it:

We put a straw near the 
tin and measured the 
distance R , where 1

projected weight of the tin 
was equal to the 
electrostatic force. This 
distance was measured 
for different angles á.
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Motivation: 
videos on YouTube

How to measure it:
The video shows a soda 
can. In order to have a 
metallic “tin” with less mass, 
we used a cardboard roll 
wrapped in aluminium foil.
The tin was put on a skewer 
and hung on long threads. 
Two stoppers on both sides 
limitede the movement of 
the tin.

Results:

Theory:
(idealized for infinitely long straw and tin)

The videos present only qualitative 
experiments. Let´s create a 
quantitative one. However, the force is 
too small to be measured by a school 
dynamomemeter.

Conductivity of  wooden skewer

How we measured it:
For measurement a high-
voltage power supply was 
used. The current was 
measured by the voltmeter 
with input resistance 
10 MÙ.
1 mV on the voltmeter 
corresponds to 0,1 nA
 (1 mV/10 MO).

How it can be measured:

V

skewer aluminium
foil

voltmeter used 
as ammeter

power supply
1- 25 kV

Results:
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Conclusions:

Current through the skewer 
(L = 20 cm) 
                     I = I (U)

Resistance of the skewer
   

           R = R (L) 

y = 7,7061x

R2 = 0,9975
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?Both Ohm`s law and dependence of R(L) can be 
demonstrated.

?The resistance of 20 cm long skewer was about 150 GÙ 
(of course it depends on the air humidity).

Related experiment: 
Discharging a tin by a skewer

after 3 sat t = 0

A few years ago we created a seminar entitled 
“Electricity and magnetism step by step” when 
we noted that students may have an advanced 
knowledge of electricity and magnetism, but they 
often don't understand the elementary ideas. For 
example, they solve Maxwell´s equations and 
use Gauss´s law, but they don't know how to 
make a light bulb shine using only a battery and 
no wires.

The students themselves shouldn't be blamed for 
it. Their knowledge, gained from lower levels of 
school, is often only theoretical – many of them 
didn't do experiments such as those with a light 
bulb and a battery in school. 

It therefore seemed useful to establish a new 
seminar where future physics teachers would do 
some experiments, even very simple ones, 
combined with deeper discussions including 
teaching methodology issues.

Dj = 0
Gauss´s law

Maxwell´s equations,...

basics ideas

of electricity and magnetism

Discharging a tin by a skew er
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reduced force = 

Transistor as a amplifier

Motivation:
how to indicated small charges?

Circuit diagram: Realization:

Some experiments:

moving a charged straw 
nearer the yellow cable - 
the bulb indicated negative 
charge

moving a charged plastic 
rod nearer to a tin (the 
white cable is grounded) - 
the bulb indicated 
negative charge too

10M

100

4.5 V

moving a charged glass 
rod further  from a tin - the 
bulb indicated positive 
charge

moving a charged 
drinking glass further 
from a tin - the bulb 
indicated positive 
charge

Conclusions:
The seminar Electricity and magnetism step by step is establish to better understanding of basic ideas of electricity and 
magnetisms and for interconnect between advanced university knowledge and basic ideas.
The metodics of the seminar stay on experiments. Here are some less-known experiments.
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